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S&W Ejector Rod Tool
From L. Bengtson Arms Co. for all Smith & Wesson Revolvers

MAGPUL B.A.D. LEVER
“Battery Assist Device” for AR-15/M-16 Rifles

Developed from the experience of the MagPul® Team, the
B.A.D. Lever™ is designed to improve the speed and efficien-

cy of the AR-15/M-16 by enabling the shooter to manipulate the
bolt catch without moving away from the ready position.
MagPul B.A.D. Lever H99-27058 $29.95

Makes it MUCH easier to remove the
cylinder from your S&W revolvers. 

H99-25343 $45.00

otherwise tight group. Thus the Black Hills 124-
grain JHP and Hornady 115-grain XTP printed
tight four-shot groups of 0.9” and 1.1” with, alas, a
fifth shot opening group size up to 1.9” and 1.7”
respectively. The Hornady 124-grain TAP FPD and
my Rainier/N320 handloads both printed 1.9”
groups. Only two loads, the Hornady 147-grain
TAP FPD and Winchester Bonded, went over two
inches (at 2.5” and 2.7” respectively). The gun did
print considerably high right with all ammo; a

higher front sight, and adjustment of
the rear sight is indicated to achieve
perfect POI/POA. Reliability was flaw-
less with all ammunition.

SUMMARY
The STI GP6 is a very interesting option for a

shooter looking for a good, solid self-defense
sidearm, or a USPSA (what most people call
“IPSC”) Production division handgun. Carried
hammer down it would be legal in IDPA’s Stock
Service Pistol division of completion; starting
cocked and locked OR hammer down it would be
legal in Enhanced Service Pistol. It appears to be a
decently accurate, reliable design with absolutely
outstanding out-of-the-box trigger pulls. 

Above: The GP6 impressed the author with
its exceptionally smooth trigger pulls and

ultra-short trigger reset distance.
Left: Best accuracy at 50 feet from the bench

was 1.3 inch with Winchester “white box”
ball. Out-of-the-box, the gun printed high

right with all ammo tested.
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